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Abstract—Software-Defined Networks using OpenFlow have to provide a reliable way to detect network faults in operational environments. Since the functionality of such networks is mainly based on the installed software, tools are required in order to determine software bugs. Moreover, network debugging might be necessary in order to detect faults that occurred on the network devices. To determine such activities, existing controller programs must be extended with the relevant functionality. In this paper we propose a framework that can modify controller programs transparently by using graph transformation, making possible online fault management through logging of network parameters in a NoSQL database. Latter acts as a storage system for flow entries and respective parameters, that can be leveraged to detect network anomalies or to perform forensic analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

The emerging concept of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) has attracted a lot of attention following the development of OpenFlow [1], a protocol that is used to communicate between network devices and a centralized network controller. Due to the programmability of the network controller, customized code can be executed that adapts to customer specifications. In this paper we propose an approach to instrumenting a variety of controller programs with logging capabilities based on OpenFlow-specific network parameters. This is necessary since networks are vulnerable to different kind of faults, attacks and misconfiguration for which the root cause must be determined promptly in production environments.

Since each program structure is different due to particular application scenarios, source code modification and extension is a tedious and error-prone task. Therefore, the requirements of our approach are to allow:

- Automated source code extension of a wide variety of controller programs to instrument controlling code in order to add logging and debugging facilities without modifying the controller itself. This should be possible with user-defined levels of granularity;
- Storing network parameters in a database to allow user-defined tracing, attack and fault detection capabilities; for instance, digital forensics might require complete tracing support, while other scenarios might be more lightweight;
- Transparent storage for the underlying monitoring plane. Since several solutions exist for storing large datasets, we need an approach that can be easily adapted to a particular storage solution. For instance, changing the storage solution from Redis\(^1\) to HBase\(^2\) should be automated and transparent for the end user.

To satisfy these requirements, our paper proposes a framework that leverages graph transformation [2] for automated source code extension in combination with an efficient NoSQL\(^3\) database. The source code is extended with additional functionality for logging network parameters, where the user can choose between different levels of logging detail. In our example, we provide a light mode to store a basic set of flow parameters and a forensic mode to additionally retrieve flow statistics.

The paper is structured as follows: In section II, we describe related work in verification and testing of OpenFlow based SDN. Section III describes our concept of logging flow records in a NoSQL database. A short introduction to graph transformation is given in section IV. In section V, we discuss implementation details of the framework. We conclude our paper in section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

From a historic perspective, the network management community had already addressed Software Defined Networks (SDNs) ten years ago. Research efforts centred around programmable networks and active networking [3], [4], [5] and [6], [7] have prefigured current SDNs by proposing a more heavyweight, though more flexible architecture. We describe in the following some work that concerns debugging of network controller software for OpenFlow based SDN. Similar to a debugger in software engineering, the network debugger ndb [8] was proposed in order to help the operator to determine the root-cause of software faults. Each switch sends so called postcards, which are triggered whenever a packets arrives at a switch and contain information about the matched flow entry. This allows the programmer to find errors not only in the controller software itself, but allows also to incorporate the network devices and data plane. Network debuggers are necessary in order to detect errors when software faults were not detected in the first glance. For the programmer, OpenFlow applications need to be analysed before operational deployment in order to detect software faults. The NICE tool

1\(\text{http://redis.io/}\)
2\(\text{http://hbase.apache.org/}\)
3\(\text{http://nosql-database.org/}\)
Furthermore, suspicious flow entries on a switch can be traced back to the program that sent the installation message by their unique identifier for root cause analysis.

A. Database management

Saving flow entries as flow records in a central database is challenging since huge numbers of them must be inserted in a very short time. A benchmark for the POX controller showed that slightly over 30K new flows per second can be processed [15]. In order to achieve this high scalability and performance, we propose the use of a NoSQL database system having a key-value store. For implementation, we chose the open source database Redis that uses hash types to map between string fields and string values and is used to represent structured objects:

```
[key]:{field -> value, field -> value}
```

Each flow record is defined as a hash object that contains the respective parameters (e.g. IP address, line in code) as field values. A second hash object is generated for each switch and stores all associated flow records by their IDs as field values. The current status of each flow record is specified by a flag that denotes whether it is active (1) or removed (0). An active state defines a flow entry that is currently in use, whereas a removed flow entry has expired or was uninstalled by the controller. The latter can be determined by setting a flag in the OFPT_FLOW_MOD message to acknowledge each flow removal. In addition, two fields are reserved as counters that contain the total number of installed and removed flow entries for the respective switch. The described object structures allow for a convenient way of obtaining information about the network with only a small number of database requests.

In order to relieve the burden of the programmer in adding the code for the described logging solution to existing controller programs, we propose dynamically generating code using graph transformation, as displayed in Figure 1. The steps involved are (1) parsing of the source code to derive its abstract syntax tree representation, AST1; (2) executing the graph transformation system on AST1, yielding a resulting abstract syntax tree AST2, where intermediate graphs contain additional temporal structures; and (3) serialising AST2 to derive the extended source code.

IV. Graph Transformation

The formal technique of algebraic graph transformation [16], [17] generalizes term rewriting techniques used for the transformation of abstract syntax tree structures in formal language theory to the more general case of abstract syntax graph structures. In the present scenario of automated source code extension, this enriched flexibility and the available formal results provide us with additional capabilities for achieving a high level of maintainability and reliability.

In the algebraic approach to graph transformation [17], a graph $G = (V, E, (s, t: E \rightarrow V))$ consists of a set $V$ of nodes (vertices), a set $E$ of edges, and the functions $s, t: E \rightarrow V$ mapping each edge $e \in E$ to its corresponding source and target nodes, respectively. The approach provides
formal concepts for attribution and typing including node type inheritance.

A graph transformation step $G \xrightarrow{p,m} H$ (as depicted right) rewrites graph $G$ to $H$ via rule (production) $p$ and match $m$. Such a rule $p = (L \leftarrow K \rightarrow R)$ consists of a left hand side (LHS) graph $L$, an interface graph $K$, a right hand side (RHS) graph $R$, and inclusions $l: K \rightarrow L$, $r: K \rightarrow R$ (called rule morphisms) relating the rule components. It specifies how a graph structure $L$ found in a graph $G$ is rewritten into $R$, while the context structures around $L$ in $G$ are preserved. Given a match $m : L \rightarrow G$ (injective graph morphism) of the left hand side $L$ of rule $p$ into graph $G$ such that $p$ is applicable, the resulting graph $H$ is intuitively derived by removing the parts that are in $L$ but not in $K$ and by adding those that are in $R$ but not in $K$. More formally, the transformation step $G \xrightarrow{p,m} H$ is defined by two pushout diagrams (1) and (2), which means that $G$ is the gluing of $L$ and $D$ via the common part (intersection) $K$ and $H$ is the gluing of $D$ and $R$ via $K$.

V. Implementation

Automated source code extension was developed using the Eclipse plugins Xtext [18] and Henshin [19], which are both based on the Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF).

Henshin is a graph transformation environment. We used its graphical user interface for the visual specification of the graph transformation rules and its graph transformation engine for their execution. The parser and serialiser for Python source code were generated using Xtext with the official EBNF grammar for Python 3.2.

The network controller, POX, and the Redis database ran on an Intel i5 PC (2.50 GHz x 4 cores) with 8 GB of RAM and an Ubuntu 12.04 64-bit OS. The Redis benchmark utility showed a rate of approximately 150,000 requests per second for the SET and GET database requests. These values can be seen as sufficient, since a single POX controller can handle slightly over 30K flows per second.

We demonstrated a typical application scenario for graph transformation based on the Python controller program `12_learning.py`. It enables the controller to build a table that maps the source hardware address to the switch port from which the frame was received. If the destination hardware address is unknown, the switch floods the frame out to all ports. If the port of the destination hardware address is determined by the reply, a flow is installed on the switch in order to forward subsequent frames without involving the network controller. In order to extend this program with the described logging capabilities of section III for debugging purposes, we developed two rule sets that can be applied to various controller programs. The user can choose between a light and a forensic mode. In the first, a user-defined selection of flow entry parameters is saved in the database, which is useful for archiving or simplistic analysis. In the forensic mode, the functionality of the first mode is extended by setting up the switch to deliver statistical information after each flow removal. Such information includes the flow duration and number of received packets, together with the reason for removal (e.g. expired, uninstalled).

Technically, the two rule sets are stored as two transformation units that share a subset of rules. This reuse improves the maintainability of the implementation should additional logging features be incorporated. The source code for the light and forensic mode is available online, as well as an adapted screen shot from the graph transformation tool Henshin [19] that displays the graph transformation rule `extend_ofp_flow_full` as an example. Henshin uses a compact visualisation of rules, where the interface graph $K$ is omitted. The mappings are specified by numbers $n$ for the nodes and additionally, by common colouring differing from grey. Thus, the interface graph $K$ is implicitly given by the intersection of the LHS and RHS, i.e., by all numbered elements. In the screen shot, the RHS $R$ is shown with a decreased scaling factor. It contains 190 nodes and has a height of 18. The text boxes in the bottom part of the figure contain source code fragments.

\[\text{https://github.com/noxrepo/pox/tree/betta/pox/forwarding/l2}\]
\[\text{https://github.com/shommes/POX.git}\]
that correspond to the upper four framed components of \( R \). Note that only the elements in the left hand side \( L \), its counterparts in \( R \) (zoomed component) and its adjacent edges were specified manually, while the remaining graphical part was inserted using the automated import mechanism of the Henshin tool. The complete set of transformation rules for extending Python code with logging information contains 13 rules and was created by taking relevant example source code fragments, importing them into the Henshin GUI and adapting those parts that are specific to the example used in order to derive general purpose rules.

Based on the available formal results and tool support, we were able to show certain correctness properties [20]. First of all, the formal concept of typed attributed graph transformation ensures that at each step, the intermediate graphs are correctly typed and satisfy the structural conditions of the type graph [17]. Moreover, we formally proved that the transformation system for source code extension always terminates and yields unique results. To do this, we used the tool support in AGG [21] based on static termination and confluence criteria [17] with some slight but direct extensions based on the concept of layering and the tree structure of the input abstract syntax tree. Based on the consistency conditions in [22], we proved that the resulting output always has a tree structure.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper describes an approach to instrument network controllers in OpenFlow with logging capabilities that allow network debugging. In order to avoid manual code modification by the programmer, we propose using graph transformation, which allows automated source code extension based on user-defined transformation rules. This concept, which can easily be modified for additional use-cases in similar scenarios, was further demonstrated to instrument controller software in order to log flow entries as flow records in a database system. Latter serves as a storage solution, which allows both forensic analysis and anomaly detection based on the archived flow records. We will determine in future work the potential of the logged information for fault management and in order to detect network attacks.
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